CHAPTER XIII
ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION (Continued) WINDS ADVERSE TO AVIATION
Several local winds, to which but little attention formerly was given, so little indeed that some of them are without special names, are now important through the art of aviation. These are here grouped together, however different in origin and type they may be, for the convenience of any one who may have occasion to consider them.
General Statement.—Every aviator experiences, in the course of his flights, many abrupt drops and numerous more or less severe jolts. The cause of the first—the sudden drops—he has grouped together and called "holes in the air," "air pockets,'7 and the like, while to the latter he has given such names as "bumps," "dunts," etc. There are, of course, no holes, in the ordinary sense of the term, in the atmosphere— no vacuous regions—but at various places in the atmosphere there are, occasionally, conditions which, so far as flying is concerned, are very like unto holes. Neither is the air ever "full of bumps,'7 in the sense of spots of abnormal density, but often it is turbulent in such manner as to render flying rough and uncomfortable. Both sets of atmospheric movements, those that produce appreciable drops and those that cause jolts, are indeed real; and the former, because of their general interest and practical importance, will be considered in some detail. The latter, being of little importance, will be mentioned only incidentally. Furthermore, there are no "pockets of noxious gas." No single gas, and no other likely mixture of gases, has, at ordinary temperatures and pressures, the same density as atmospheric air. Therefore, a pocket of foreign gas, in the atmosphere, would almost certainly either bob up like a balloon, or sink like a stone in water. It is possible, of course, as will be explained a little later, to run into columns of rising air that may contain objectionable gases and odors, but these columns are quite different from anything likely to be suggested by the expression "pocket of gas.'7
The above are some of the things that, fortunately, do not exist. The following, however, are some that do exist, and that produce sudden drops; usually small, so as to give only a negligible bump, but occasionally great enough to involve, when near the surface, an element of danger. For clearness and simplicity these several kinds of air movements will be provisionally classified under terms suggested by water analogies.
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